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With more than 35 years experience in cake and pastry decoration sector
Ambra’s is one of the leading companies in the business.
The company is specializes in manufacturing professional pastry
decorations. We are also supplying licensed confectionery and home
baking products.
A prefect mix of experience, innovation, creativity and know-how
identifies our fast moving Company, able to offer a wide range of approx.
900 products and a high level of customizable solutions.
Our mission is to grow constantly in product innovation and to provide
the best service and quality to satisfy an increasingly demanding market.

Our headquarter is set in Milan, Italy, and our products are distributed by
a strong Italian sales net of over 50 local agents. Several international
distributors and wholesalers, from France to Russia, Kuwait to Mexico,
Thailand and Canada complete the network worldwide allowing us to
cover all the five continents.

About us
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Why is our offer unique?

We provide:
high quality products

with your label 
extra small minimum order 

amount

We offer a wide range of private label products to highlight your brand.
There are many advantages for retailers to promote private label
products:

The packaging and labels can be custom tailored to meet your
specifications, including product name, description, company's logo
and contact information.
Private labeling allows more control over pricing strategies.
Private branding allows retailers to create a personalized and unique
image, which promotes stronger customer loyalty.

The project

!

  
 Why is our offer unique?

We provide:

 high quality products

with your label 
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We offer a wide range of products.
Here you can find our standard offer but we are also able to provide a 
large range of customized solution… find out more at page 27

SUGAR PASTE

8 different colors of 250g fondant box
8 different colors of 1 kg fondant box
1 white 5 kg fondant tub

EDIBLE GELATINE TUBES

8 different colors of edible jelly, transparent effect
5 different colors of edible jelly, glittery effect

JELLY FIGURINES

5 different sugar and jelly assorted figurines

PRINTED WAFERS DISKS

2 births graphic
2 communions graphic
1 Valentine’s Day / floral graphic

CHOCOLATE

10 transfer sheet papers. 
6 different shapes of customizable chocolate labels.
Both in the full chocolate ready to use blister version or in the empty 
blister version.
1 3D chocolate decoration: brut champagne bottle

Product range
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Sugar paste

High quality sugar paste with a delicate vanilla taste.

Our sugar paste comes in different sizes and in many gorgeous colors!

Perfect for covering large surfaces and to create small decorations.
Can be used at high temperatures and with fondant molds.

It’s soft and flexible, easy to roll and silky to the touch.

Hydrogenated fat-free, gluten-free, made in Italy.

250 g, 8 colors
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Colored Jelly

To decorate cakes.
To be applied on the cake to get a shiny effect. To be applied on and under 
wafer or sugar paste disks to stabilize the item on the cake. It also can be 
used to protects fruit form oxidation.
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To give cakes a personal glittery touch.
Can be used to write texts or to draw decorations.

25 g, 5 colors
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Jelly  Figurines

Every item is packed in a single plastic bag.
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4 x 2 x4 cm
3 x 2 x 3 cm 

2 x 1,5 x 2cm
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Printed wafer disks

Births
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Communions

Flowers
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Chocolate

Transfer sheets
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Transfer sheets suitable for dark and white chocolate. 
High quality product, easy to use.
Excellent results both with chocolate or surrogate
Gluten Free
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3 D Chocolate

Champagne Bottle
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Customized Chocolate
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Why is our offer unique?

We provide:
high quality products

with your label 
extra small minimum order 

amount

MINIMUM ORDER
500,00 !, carriage free.

PAYMENTS 
Advance payment required

DELIVERY TIME
Goods will be delivered within 15 days from the approval of the 
customized label layout.

Please submit your orders and label layout to:
marketing@ambras.it

Terms and conditions
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Why is our offer unique?

We provide:
high quality products

with your label 
extra small minimum order 

amount

Rendering and Instructions

Sugar paste

250 g format
Box color: Havana
Box dimensions: 32 x 24 x 11 cm
Pcs per box: 24
Minimum order: 20 boxes assorted

1 kg format
Box color: Havana
Box dimensions: 32 x 24 x 11 cm
Pcs per box: 6
Minimum order: 20 boxes assorted

5 kg format
Tub color: White
Box dimensions: h 18, Ø 22
Pcs per pallet: 68 pcs
Minimum order: 1 pallet

Edible gelatin tubes

Box color: white
Box dimensions: 16,5 x 13 x 5 cm
Pcs per box: 20
Minimum quantity: 2 options.

a) White box with customized label, 20 neutral
tubes with 20 customized labels (to be sticked on). 
Minimum order 10 boxes
b) Withe box with customized label, 20 customized
tubes. One box 20 pcs.
Minimum order: 5000 pcs assortedpcs 
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Jelly  Figurines

Box color: white
Box dimensions: 29,5 x 22 x 6
Pcs per box: variable
Minimum order: 10 boxes
*Every item is packed in a single plastic bag.

Chocolate

transfer sheet papers:
Box color: white
Box dimensions: 40,5 x 32 x 0,2 cm
Sheets per box: 12
Minimum order: 10 boxes

customizable chocolate labels:
*see the instructions in the following page
Box color: white
Box dimensions: 28 x 19 x 8 cm
Pcs per box: 1140 or 2880pcs
Minimum order: 3/6 boxes

3D chocolate decoration
Box color: white
Box dimensions: 28 x 19 x 8 cm
Pcs per box: 28 pcs
Minimum order: 10 boxes

Printed wafer disks

Box color: white
Box dimensions: 33 x 24 x 3 cm
Pcs per box: 12
Minimum order: 10 boxes
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How to place a customized chocolate order:

Copy, complete this page and send it via e-mail to marketing@ambras.it

1. Choose a chocolate shape

2. Choose the type of product: Ready to use chocolate

Empty blister to be filled

3. Printing colors: Silver White

Brown Yellow

Gold Other (contact us!)

4. Type of chocolate Dark White

5. Print in 1 color 2 colors
* price list refers to 1 color printing only

6. Print style (font)

Insert your text and/or 
design here:

Company Name:  __________________________

Address:  _________________________________

Phone – e-mail:  ___________________________

Client Code:  ______________________________
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Why is our offer unique?

We provide:
high quality products

with your label 
extra small minimum order 

amount

Discover our cherry on the cake…

Besides our standard offer we are also available to study and develop
with you specific customized products in order to best meet your needs.
Let’s transform your ideas into unique products and spread your
company name to all your customers.

We can provide a large variety of:

- Chocolate blisters

- Decorated chocolate ready to use

- Printed wafer disks

- Printed sugar paste disks for cakes

- Printed sugar paste disks for cookies

- Sugar paste

- Tubes

- Sweet decoration for cookies

Are you looking for

something more?

cakes

cookies
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Via Volontari del Sangue 1A-1B-1C
20090 Pantigliate (MI) Italy

Tel. 02/90.67.099
Fax 02/90.60.08.88

Mail to: marketing@ambras.it
www.ambras.it




